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Materials Needed: 
Fabric 1 (Light) 

A. Four 2 inch squares 
B. Two 4 3/8 inch squares, cut 

on diagonal twice to make 8 
triangles 

C. Sixteen 2 3/8 inch squares, 
cut on diagonal once to 
form 32 triangles 

 

 

Fabric 2 (Medium) 
D. Two 4 inch squares cut on diagonal once to form 

four triangles 
E. Six 2 3/8 inch squares, cut on diagonal once to 

form twelve triangles 
F. Two 4 3/8 inch squares, cut on diagonal twice to 

form eight triangles 
 

   
 

 
. 

Fabric 3.  (Dark) 
G. Three 2 ¾ inch squares (Note: 2 and ¾, not 2 3/8) 
H. Four 2 inch squares 
I. One 4 3/8 inch square, cut on diagonal twice to form four 

triangles 

 
 

Notes:  
Use the layout to the right as a guide as you piece this block. The rows are labeled with red 
numbers and are separated by red lines; the pieces are labeled with letters according to the 
cutting list above. 
The block is made of squares and triangles. 
There are five rows. Lay out your pieces as shown to the right. Rows 1 and 5 are the same, with 
row 5 rotated.  
Rows 2 and 4 are also the same, with row 4 rotated. There are two thinner rows in the middle of 
rows 2 and 4 that are sewn together before they are joined with the side square pieces.  
Be sure to press seams in the directions noted. 
This block is easier than it looks, if you follow the specific directions below! 
 
 
  
Row 1 and Row 5 
Row 1 requires the following pieces: Two A, four C, two E, two F and one I. Select one C, one E and one F. To attach the C piece to the F piece, lay 
the C piece on top of the left side of the F piece; the bottom edges should be lined up. Stitch and press toward the C piece.  Result is shown below 
left. Then attach the E piece on the opposite side of the F piece, with the right angles and the bottom edges lined up, as shown below center. 
Stitch and press toward the E piece. Repeat this process with the other set of C, E and F pieces, but attach the E piece on the left and the C piece 
on the right (opposite from the other set). Using the I piece and two C pieces, sew together in the same manner, being sure to line up the bottom 
edges.  Press both seams toward the CEF pieces.  
Next attach the CEF pieces to the either side of the CIC middle piece, lined up as shown below right. Press toward the middle piece (CIC). Last, 
attach the A squares to the ends. Press toward the CEF pieces. Repeat all steps to complete row 5, which is then rotated to the other direction.  

 
 

 
 

 
Row 2 and Row 4:  Start with the middle upper row. Combine pieces I, C and C in the same method that 
was used on row 1. Press seams toward I. Next sew together pieces C and E on the diagonal to form two 
squares.  Line up the squares on either side of the rectangle as shown to the right and stitch together. Press 
seams toward the middle I piece. 
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Row 2 and Row 4 Continued 
Next complete the middle lower row, using 2 B pieces, 2 E pieces, and 1 F piece. Start by attaching a B piece 
to  the F piece. They MUST be lined up as shown top right, with the B piece centered on the F piece, with ¼ 
inch overlap on either end. Stitch and press toward the F piece. Then attach the other B piece on the other 
side of the F piece, lined up as shown second right. Stitch and press toward F. 
Attach the triangles E to either end of this piece. Line up the bottom edges and the long edges of the E 
triangles with the B pieces, as shown below third right. Stitch and press toward the E pieces. 
Next attach the two middle pieces together, lining up the points and seams. Stitch and press toward the 
row with piece I. The middle piece should look like the photo below.   
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

  

 
 
Next complete the outer square units. Select two C pieces, one D piece, and one H piece.  Lay one C piece 
on top of the H piece, lining up on two sides. Stitch on the line as shown to the right. Press toward C. To 
attach the other C piece, line up as shown second right, with the left and bottom sides lined up on the H 
piece. Stitch on the red line. Press toward the C piece.   
Attach this piece to the D piece on the diagonal line; line up as shown bottom right. Press toward the D 
piece.  
To complete the row, arrange the three pieces as shown below, with the dark squares toward the top and 
center. Stitch the side squares to the middle piece. Press seams toward the squares.  
 

 
 
Repeat these steps to complete row 4, which is then rotated. 

 

 

 
 

 
Row 3  
The middle section of row 3 is completed on the diagonal. Start with 4 B, 2 F and 1 G pieces, lined up as shown below left. Line up a B piece on top 
of the G piece as shown below second, with the right angle sides of B lined up with the G piece. Stitch on the red line; press toward the B piece. 
Then attach the other B piece on the opposite end, as shown below third left.  Stitch on the red line; press toward the B piece. Next arrange two F 
and two B pieces on either side of the center piece, as shown below fourth. Stitch the F and B pieces together; press toward the B pieces. To finish 
the middle piece, attach the side pieces to the center piece, lining up seams. Press toward the outer triangle pieces.  
Each of the side squares of row 3 is made up of  1 G and 4 C pieces. Line up two C pieces on opposite sides of the square, as shown below right. 
Stitch the seams and press toward the C pieces. Then attach the other two C pieces on the other sides of G; press toward the C pieces.  
Attach the side squares to the middle section. Press seams toward the middle section. 
 

 
  

  

Complete block  
Attach row 2 to row 3, lining up the seams and points. Press seam toward row 2.   
Attach row 4 to row 3, lining up the seams and points. Press seam toward row 4.  
Attach row 1 to row 2, lining up the seams and points. Press seam toward row 1.  
Attach row 5 to row 4, lining up the seams and points. Press seam toward row 5.  
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